Combi Roach Trap have been expressly designed
for Pest Management Operators. They can be
inserted in Ristorat Combi stations and in Combi Case
protections. They contain an attractive gel which enhance
the roaches attraction.
The Glue traps are essential tools to monitor roaches
populations, to determine an infestation origin and/
or to evaluate the treatment results. Combi Roach
Traps have been studied to catch the three
main roaches species ((Blattella
Blattella germanica,
Blatta orientalis and Periplaneta americana)
americana but
they can catch even other roaches species.
Combi Case holds and protects Combi Roach Traps. They
have accessing holes for insects that perfectly combine
with the Combi Rach traps ones, assuring dust protection
and long lasting efficacy. Thank to Combi Case, it is possible to
realize fixed monitoring stations: the holes on the base can be drilled or glued to the floor. If you want to put the station along the
wall, its particular design forces the insects to enter in the glue traps avoiding them to go ahead skimming the wall. The Combi Case
opening and the traps substitution are extremely quick and easy, granting a time saving to the Pest Management Operators.

COMBI
roach trap

TRAPS POSITIONING
You must peel off the glue protection with a quick and continuos movement and then fold the cardboard as shown on
the pictograms on the trap. It is recommended to fix the tabs in their slits to avoid the trap opening.
Insert the Combi Roach Traps in the Combi Case
The square hole will help for inspections, so it must be faceup.
Put the traps in the monitoring area considering that roaches prefer humid and warm places or cracks with food debris.
Traps must be checked regularly, preferably each week.
The traps lasting vary depending on the place moisture or dust.
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